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1. Answer the following in about 50 words each: 

a. What are the advantages of effective listening? 

b. Which is the main barrier to listening? 

c. What are the importances of listening skill? 

d. What are the four examples of Active listening? 

2. Answer the following: 

a. Read the following transcriptions and write in ordinary spellings: 

(i) /siti/ 

(ii) /bizi/ 

(iii) /t^b/ 

(iv) /fɑːst/ 

(v) /ˈʃʊɡə/ 

(vi) /ɑːsk/ 

(vii) /pa:t/ 

b. Mark stress on the following words: 

(i) Compose 

(ii) Submitted 

(iii) Revengeful 

(iv) Colourless 

(v) Citizen 

c. Mark and name the tone for the following sentences: 

(i) I am so Happy. 

(ii) The night was dark and stormy. 

(iii) Keep smiling. 

(iv) Please give me a glass of water. 

(v) She is no more. 

3. Answer the following: 

a. Choose the correct form of the verb that agrees with the subject: 

(i) These books ………………. (belong/belongs) to me. 

(ii) Nobody ……………… (know/knows) when he will arrive. 

(iii) You ………………… (has made/have made) your shirt dirty. 



b. Fill in the blanks with the suitable model verbs: 

(i) I read the book three times but I ……………… understand it. (ability) 

(ii) A ticket to Paris ……… cost a lot. (probability) 

c. Fill in the blanks with suitable forms of the verbs given in the brackets: 

(i) When I reached the station, the train …………… (leaves). 

(ii) Your friends ……….. for you for over an hour (wait). 

(iii) His company is greatly ……….. after (seek). 

(iv) The robber …………. Him a blow on the head (strike). 

(v) I …………… the Tajmahal last month (visit). 

d. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions: 

(i) We are going………………. Holiday next week. 

(ii) There is a bridge ………………... the river. 

(iii) He sat ………………. The chair. 

e. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles: 

(i) I saw ……………….. lady who is your neighbour. 

(ii) …………….. student is a learner. 

(iii) Eggs are sold by ………….. dozen. 

f. Complete the sentences with correct question tags: 

(i) He’s wearing a blue shirt ………………………….? 

(ii) Dr. Rao did not talk about technology …………………….? 

g. Convert the following sentences into passive voice: 

(i) They are drawing pictures. 

(ii) I play cricket. 

h. Rewrite the following sentences in indirect speech? 

(i) Mohan will say I can’t come. 

(ii) He said, “I was watching TV”. 

i. Correct the underline part of the following sentences: 

(i) She was carrying too many luggages.  

(ii) Your that cat has drunk all the milk. 

(iii) He boldly swimmed across the river. 

(iv) Who’s bag is this? 

(v) Mathew is best player in the team. 
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1. Answer the questions? 

a. Rewrite the following words making corrections in spellings: 

(i) Faclty 

(ii) Expres 

(iii) Simester 

b. Use punctuation marks correctly in the following sentence: 

There’s no room for error said the engineer so we have to double check every 

calculation  

c. Write a paragraph of about 50 words of the following: 

(i) Women empowerment 

(ii) Photography 

(iii) My aim in life 

2. Answer the following in about 50 words: 

(i) What is netiquette? What is it important? 

(ii) What is attitude? Explain with some expel. 

(iii) What are the various aspects of emotional competence? 

(iv) Explain in brief the process involved in SWOT analysis. 
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1. Micro Economics vs Macro Economics. 

������  �к	
�� vs �����  �к	
��. 

 

2. Factors determining demand. 

������� ������� ������. 

 

3. Law of variable proportion. 

� !"#$%& �'()*  +к, -./�. 

 

4. Concept of market 

��!0,1 2345 

 

5. Economic rent and quasi rent. 

6!"7к �89:  �!"#% ;�<�к �89: . 
 

6. Prefect competition. 

=>?@A�/ ;B .C. 

 

7. Law of supply. 

D�E!� -./�. 

 

8. Budget line. 

$�9F1 �GHI. 

 

9. What is Micro Economics? Describe the analysis of Micro Economics in detail along 

with its scope and importance. 

������  �к	
�� ��.J K�.L? ������  �к	
�� +к, M�NO'P5Q 8
� R!"ST �!"#% ;�? �%хVWXY 

;�.Z M4��[� M4!"�-���. 
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1. Explain in detail about the concept of allocation of resources. 

45�\� �].3��R 2345 ^%!"�_ M4��[� M4!"�-���. 
 

2. What is demand? Explain about law of demand and its reasons and exceptions. 

������ ��.J K�.L? ������ -./� �!"#% 8
� ���P
�� �!"#% �5`��Ra� ^%!"�_ 

M4!"�-���. 
 

3. What is Indifferent curve analysis? Explain the consumer equilibrium under indifference 

curve anlaysis. 

b8
cd5 4к� M�NO'P ��.J K�.L? b8
cd5W 4к�!]х M�NO'P �e�f M�g^8
�\ D�Wh�VW5Q 

M4!"�-���.  

4. Describe in brief Cobb-Douglas production function. 

к�O R* �[� ��i-j Ôk ;l? jmI E�mI5Q M4!"�-���. 
 

5. What is revenue? Explain the concept of revenue.  Describe the relation between Average 

and Marginal revenue. 

68
#� ��.J K�.L? !�$�� 23455Q M4!"�-���. D^.Z �!"#% b;��W 68
#� �nV 

D�$�S
�o M4!"�-���. 
 

6. What is a market? Describe the criteria of classification of market. 

��!0,1 ��.J K�.L? ��!0,1 4!pqк�P R?��P
�5Q M4!"�-���. 
 

7. Describe the concept of Monopoly in detail. 

^%X
* STRWV 23455Q M4��[� M4!"�-���. 
 

8. Explain the theories of Wage determination. 

� W5 ���#� +к, c>8
r �X
�5Q M4!"�-���. 
 

9. Describe the liquidity preference theory of interest. 

4�st  +к, u�ev��.C ;�? S
5VW c>8
r �X
�o M4!"�-���. 
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1. Explain the importance of Public Administration. 

��� � ����	
�� �� �к� ��� ��х���� ��� !"!��. 

 

2. Explain the differences between public and private administration. 

��#��$ �� %� &'()*+, �� ��-� �.� /0�1-�� ��� !"!��. 

 

3. Bring out the relationship between public administration and law. 

��� � ����	
�� �� �� %� "2�! �.� 3!4!51	6 4%2к7 83�к79!��. 

 

4. Explain about new public administration. 

:;�<  ��#��$ �� ��-� =�� !> ��� !"!��. 

 

5. Write about Globalization. 

���!?к9@ =�� !> *�� %!��. 

 

6. Explain about the Span of Control. 

	%!��@ �� 5A =�� !> ��� !"!��. 

 

7. What are staff agencies? Explain their kinds and functions. 

B�� C DEFGH-7 �!2I DJ2K? *�2K 9:�-7 �� %� �.�-�� ��� !"!��. 

 

8. Explain the importance of communication. 

к�L�	:M�� �к� ��� ��х���� ��� !"!��. 

 

9. Explain the meaning, nature and scope of public administration. 

��� � ����	
�� �� �к� �9N!, 3$OP�! �� %� �� 5A	 ��� !"!��. 
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1. Explain the relationship of public administration with political science and economics. 

�Q R2KкS 
'(�H �� %� TкU1J�H/V ��� � ����	
�� �� 3!4!51	6 ��� !"!��. 
 

2. Write an essay on the New Public Administration (NPA). 

:;�<  ��� � ����	
�� �� (NPA) &'( Wк *��3! ��%!��. 
 

3. Discuss the New Public Management (NPM). 

:;�<  ��� � XYU+ZX[!, (NPM) =�� !> "� \!"!��. 
 

4. Write an essay on Hierarchy. 

B] ���к�̂!&'( Wк *��3! ��%!��. 

 

5. Explain the units of command. 

к�_!` %L	2��� ��� !"!��. 
 

6. Explain the powers and functions of the Chief Executive. 

?C Ta bкc�2Kd �к� �5A:���-7 �� %� �.�-�� ��� !"!��. 

 

7. What are Line-Staff agencies? Explain their kinds and functions. 

-e(�-B�� C DEFGH-7 �!2I DJ2K? *�2K 9:�-7 �� %� �.�-�� ��� !"!��. 

 

8. Define the term Communication and explain its types and methods (or) media of 

communication. 

к�L�	:M�� �U+ �f1	6 	9$>!"!�� �� %� f1	 9:�-7 �� %� �gh�i-�� (-jf1) к�L�	:M�� 

k��%_�� ��� !"!��. 
 

9. Explain the types and functions of leadership.  

U1%к�$! �к� 9:�-7 �� %� �.�-�� ��� !"!��. 
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1. Discuss the scope of sociology. 

�����к ���	 
� �к ������ ��������� 
 

2. Write about the features of Human society. 

���� ����� �к ����� � ���! "�# $���. 
 

3. Write an essay on role. 

%�&#'() *к "�+�� ��$���. 
 

4. What are the various agencies of socialization? 

���,-./к0� �к 112 3�456�7 389:? 

 

5. Give a brief account of Sigmund Freud theory. 

 ;<�=�> ?�# @> ;<A�B �C��D ��E��	 �F� CGH$�I$���. 
 

6. Describe the nature of social stratification in India. 

JK0&ALш��N �����к �	 �Oк0� �PJK"��D 1��������. 
 

7. Explain the types of social mobility. 

�����к ���Q�& 0.���R 1��������. 
 

8. Describe the changes in caste system. 

к7� �+��S�N ��0TU��R 1��������. 
 

9. Describe the function of culture. 

���VW �к ��X0T�R 1��������. 
 

10. Mention the function of Institution. 

���S  �к 1��� 'Y�Z����. 
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1. Define sociology.  Explain the development of sociology. 

�����к ����	 [ �D �0P!�����. �����к ���	 
� \]�VA�B� 1��������. 
 

2. Define society.  Explain the characteristics of society. 

 ����^�D �0P!�����. ����� �к ������R 1��������. 
 

3. “Man is a social animal”. Describe the relationship between man and society. 

"��_< *к �����к ��&`�a". ��_< ���$  ����� �2+ ��b����D 1��������. 
 

4. Explain formal and informal means of social control. 

�����к �$�&#� �к \��.���к ���$  \���.���к ����c ��R 1��������. 
 

5. Explain the features and function of secondary group. 

A�PX$ ��de� �к �����7 ���$  ��X0T�R 1��������. 
 

6. What is meant by heredity? How do heredity and environment influence the growth of an 

individual in society? 

"�0�&P� \�9f 389:? ������N �+.g	 hiR� i��R "�0�&P� ���$  ���+�0�� h�� 
�#JK1&� jL��	 @? 

 

7. Briefly describe the different theories of socialization. 

���,-./к0� �к 1]�D ;<A�B �C���R к7k �	 �F� 1��������. 
 

8. Describe the social significances of status system in India. 

JK0&ALш��N ;<SW �+��S  �к �����к %�# � х+&��R 1��������. 
 

9. Define social control. Explain the types of social control. 

�����к �$�&#��R �0P!�����. �����к �$�&#� 0.���R 1��������. 
 

10. Explain the factors that are seen to affect social change. 

s�����к ��0TU�R �#JK1&� jL;Y \�����R 1��������. 


